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THEIR LOVE IS FORBIDDEN Healer and high
priestess of her people, Lady Cael is fated
to life without a mate. But a mysterious
explorer named Lucan Rourke doesn't know her
secrets, and his touch makes her crave a
future that her extraordinary birthright has
forbidden her. . . BUT DANGER IS NO MATCH FOR
DESIRE Lucan has just one mission on
Pendragon: to find the mythical Holy Grail,
Earth's only hope for survival. His powerful
attraction to Cael is a distraction he can't
afford, unless he convinces her to join
forces with him. Yet working so closely
together only heightens their passion . . .
even when the terrifying truth of Cael's
heritage threatens to shatter Lucan's every
belief-and the galaxy itself.
This was not in my job description. Reporting
a break–in, avoiding my overprotective
ex–lover, dodging dangerous men out to kill
me not exactly a typical day for a
comparative mythology professor. So how did
I, Maggie Sanger, get mixed up in all this?
It started with a family legend that connects
me to a goddess and charges me with
recovering the grail she hid away ages ago.
Apparently some powerful people heard the
story and are bent on destroying the grail at
any cost. Now I have to find it before the
enemy closes in
As one of today’s most influential business
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thinkers, Seth Godin helps his army of fans
stay focused, stay connected, and stay
dissatisfied with the status quo, the
ordinary, the boring. His books, blog posts,
magazine articles, and speeches have inspired
countless entrepreneurs, marketing people,
innovators, and managers around the world.
Now, for the first time, Godin has collected
the most provocative short pieces from his
pioneering blog—ranked #70 by Feedster (out
of millions published) in worldwide
readership. This book also includes his most
popular columns from Fast Company magazine,
and several of the short e-books he has
written in the last few years. A sample: •
Bon Jovi And The Pirates • Christmas Card
Spam • Clinging To Your Job Title? • How Much
Would You Pay to Be on Oprah’s Show? • The
Persistence of Really Bad Ideas • The
Seduction of “Good Enough” • What Happens
When It's All on Tape? • Would You Buy Life
Insurance at a Rock Concert? Small is the New
Big is a huge bowl of inspiration that you
can gobble in one sitting or dip into at any
time. As Godin writes in his introduction: “I
guarantee that you'll find some ideas that
don’t work for you. But I’m certain that
you're smart enough to see the stuff you’ve
always wanted to do, buried deep inside one
of these riffs. And I’m betting that once
inspired, you’ll actually make something
happen.”
The civil war that is tearing England asunder
in the year 1643 has not yet touched Dorcas
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Slythe, a secretly rebellious young Puritan
woman living in the countryside south of
London. She aches to escape the safe, pious
tyranny of her father—and the opportunity
appears with the arrival of Toby Lazender,
dashing scion of a powerful royalist family,
who awakens her to her passionate destiny.
Her adventure truly begins with the discovery
of an intricately wrought gold seal—one of
four that, when joined, will reveal a great
secret. Suddenly grave danger lies before
her—not from Cromwell's advancing armies, but
from relentless enemies who covet the great
treasure to which she now holds the key.
The Grail Quest Books 1-3: Harlequin,
Vagabond, Heretic
Wildtrack
Staying Dead
The Archer's Tale
Stonehenge

Pure, 100-proof distillation of Ellison. A
righteous verbal high! Here you'll find
twenty of his very best stories and essays
(including the four-part "Scenes from the
Real World), an anecdotal history of the
doomed TV series, The Starlost, he created
for NBC; Tales from the Mountains of
Madness; and his hilariously brutal
reportage on the three most important
things in life: sex, violence, and labor
relations. With a knockout, an absolutely
killer, Foreword by Stephen King.
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New York Times bestselling author Bernard
Cornwell makes a dramatic departure with
this enthralling, action-packed standalone
novel that tells the story of the first
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream—as
related by William Shakespeare’s estranged
younger brother. Lord, what fools these
mortals be . . . In the heart of
Elizabethan England, Richard Shakespeare
dreams of a glittering career in one of
the London playhouses, a world dominated
by his older brother, William. But he is a
penniless actor, making ends meet through
a combination of a beautiful face, petty
theft and a silver tongue. As William’s
star rises, Richard’s onetime gratitude is
souring and he is sorely tempted to
abandon family loyalty. So when a
priceless manuscript goes missing,
suspicion falls upon Richard, forcing him
onto a perilous path through a bawdy and
frequently brutal London. Entangled in a
high-stakes game of duplicity and betrayal
which threatens not only his career and
potential fortune, but also the lives of
his fellow players, Richard has to call on
all he has now learned from the brightest
stages and the darkest alleyways of the
city. To avoid the gallows, he must play
the part of a lifetime . . . . Showcasing
the superb storytelling skill that has won
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Bernard Cornwell international renown,
Fools and Mortals is a richly portrayed
tour de force that brings to life a vivid
world of intricate stagecraft, fierce
competition, and consuming ambition.
On the eve of the 600th anniversary of the
Battle of Azincourt comes three classic
battle books of The Hundred Years War by
the bestselling master of historical
fiction, Bernard Cornwell, in one threebook collection for the first time.
An extraordinary and dramatic depiction of
the legendary battle of Agincourt from the
number one historical novelist
An Introduction to the Woodcut of the
Seventeenth Century
and 183 Other Riffs, Rants, and Remarkable
Business Ideas
Heretic
Azincourt

Nick Sandman's spine was shattered by a bullet in the
Falklands. He has no money and no prospects, only a dream
of sailing far away from his troubles on his boat, Sycorax. But
Sycorax is as crippled as he is, and to make her seaworthy
again, Nick must strike a devil's bargain with egomaniacal TV
star Tony Bannister. Signing on to the crew of Bannister's
powerful ocean racer, Wildtrack, Nick is expected to help sail
her to victory. But the despised celebrity has made some
powerful enemies who will stop at nothing for revenge. . . .
In The Winter King and Enemy of God Bernard Cornwell
demonstrated his astonishing ability to make the oft-told
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legend of King Arthur fresh and new for our time. Now, in this
riveting final volume of The Warlord Chronicles, Cornwell tells
the unforgettable tale of Arthur's final struggles against the
Saxons and his last attempts to triumph over a ruined
marriage and ravaged dreams. This is the tale not only of a
broken love remade, but also of forces both earthly and
unearthly that threaten everything Arthur stands for. Peopled
by princesses and bards, by warriors and magicians,
Excalibur is the story of love, war, loyalty, and betrayal-the
work of a magnificent storyteller at the height of his powers.
One man in the Universe holds the key to the mystery of
Flinxʼs past‒and that man is trying to kill him! It is a strange
childhood for a kid, to be adopted by the restless Mother
Mastiff and raised in the bustling marketplace of Drallar. Flinx
never knew the mom and dad who abandoned him years
ago. In fact, his birth has always been shrouded in mystery.
But Flinx eventually discovers that his unknown parents have
left him a curious legacy‒extraordinary mental powers that
are both a marvelous gift and a dreaded curse. This doubleedged legacy will lead Flinx, along with his loyal protector, the
mini-dragon Pip, on a harrowing journey in search of the truth
. . . about who he is and where he comes from. It is a daring
adventure that brings him to another world‒and into the
clutches of one of the most evil and powerful men in the
galaxy. . . .
Paul Wood and his girlfriend, Talena, were just tourists in
Sarajevo, a city still reeling from the aftermath of civil war. But
an unexpected encounter makes them a desperate woman's
only hope of escape. Now, to get her to safety, they must
navigate through the minefield of warlords, criminals, and
peacekeepers that is postwar Bosnia. Pursued by brutal
gangsters and unable to leave the country legally, Paul
agrees to do a job for a shadowy group of people smugglers
in exchange for safe passage.
The smugglers seem friendly.
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The job seems harmless. But when he discovers the secrets
seething beneath, the repercussions will propel him on a
perilous journey around the world -- from a warlord's
compound in lawless Albania, through the jungles of Latin
America, and toward an explosive confrontation at the
extraordinary Burning Man festival in the Nevada desert.
Grail Quest #1: The Camelot Spell
The Last Kingdom, The Pale Horseman, Lords of the North,
and Sword Song
Enemy of God
1356
Small Is the New Big

Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling Grail Quest
Trilogy in one complete eBook for the first time.
Follow the famed archer Thomas of Hookton as
he avenges his father’s death and retrieves a
stolen relic.
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard
Cornwell, the tale of three brothers and of their
rivalry that created the mysterious Stonehenge.
One summer’s day, a dying stranger carrying
great wealth in gold comes to the settlement of
Ratharryn. The three sons of Ratharryn’s chief
each perceive the great gift in a different way.
The eldest, Lengar, the warrior, harnesses his
murderous ambition to be a ruler and take great
power for his tribe. Camaban becomes a great
visionary and feared wise man, and it is his vision
that will force the youngest brother, Saban, to
create the great temple on the green hill where
the gods will appear on earth. Saban’ s love for
Aurenna, the sun bride whose destiny is to die for
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the gods, finally brings the rivalries of the
brothers to a head. But it is also his skills that
will build the vast temple, a place for the gods,
certainly, but also a place that will confirm for
ever the supreme power of the tribe that built it.
On the eve of the Quest for the Holy Grail, every
adult in King Arthur's castle falls into an
enchanted sleep. The future of Camelot rests on
the shoulders of fourteen-year-old squire Gerard,
who has dreamed of becoming a Knight of the
Round Table his whole life. With the help of
Newt, the stable boy, and Ailis, a young
maidservant, he must face terrible dangers,
including a monstrous bridge troll, a wise and
scheming dragon -- and finally, a dark, powerful
force that will stop at nothing to destroy King
Arthur, the knights, and the entire realm of
Camelot.
Bernard Cornwell, the "master of martial fiction"
(Booklist), brings Thomas of Hookton from the
popular Grail Quest series into a new adventure
in 1356, a thrilling stand-alone novel. On
September 19, 1356, a heavily outnumbered
English army faced off against the French in the
historic Battle of Poitiers. In 1356, Cornwell
resurrects this dramatic and bloody
struggle—one that would turn out to be the most
decisive and improbable victory of the Hundred
Years’ War, a clash where the underdog English
not only the captured the strategic site of
Poitiers, but the French King John II as well. In
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the vein of Cornwell’s bestselling Agincourt, 1356
is an action-packed story of danger and conquest,
rich with military strategy and remarkable
characters—both villainous and
heroic—transporting readers to the front lines of
war while painting a vivid picture of courage,
treachery, and combat.
Excalibur
A Crowning Mercy
(The Rise of Sigurd 1): A thrilling, action-packed
Viking saga from bestselling author Giles
Kristian
Rebel
Three Great English Victories: A 3-book
Collection of Harlequin, 1356 and Azincourt
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard
Cornwell, the sequel to The Archer's Tale—the
spellbinding tale of a young man, a fearless archer,
who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and
winds up on a quest for the Holy Grail. In 1347, a year
of conflict and unrest, Thomas of Hookton returns to
England to pursue the Holy Grail. Among the flames of
the Hundred Years War, a sinister enemy awaits the
fabled archer and mercenary soldier: a bloodthirsty
Dominican Inquisitor who also seeks Christendom's
most holy relic. But neither the horrors of the
battlefield nor sadistic torture at the Inquisitor's hands
can turn Thomas from his sworn mission. And his
thirst for vengeance will never be quenched while the
villainous black rider who destroyed everything he
loved still lives. "Cornwell writes the best battle scenes
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of any writer I've read past or present."—George R.R.
Martin
Richard Sharpe and his men, quartered in a crumbling
Portuguese fort, are attacked by an elite French unit,
led by an old enemy of Sharpe's, and suffer heavy
losses.The army's high command blame Sharpe for the
disaster and his military career seems to be ruined.
His only hope is to redeem himself on the battlefield.
So with his honour at stake, against an overwhelming
number of French troops, Sharpe leads his men to
battle in the narrow streets of Fuentes de Oñoro.
SHARPE IS BACK. The global bestseller Bernard
Cornwell returns with his iconic hero, Richard Sharpe.
Child abuse from the perspective of the child. When
Anna, the narrator, is five years old, her mother
marries a drunkard who takes a fancy to her
daughters, repeatedly raping one. The mother turns a
blind eye.
Harlequin, The Grail Quest
A Novel of Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman
Stalking the Nightmare
An Assembly Such as This
Harlequin (The Grail Quest, Book 1)
June 1815: The Duke of Wellington, the Prince of
Orange, and Napoleon will meet on the battlefield--and
decide the fate of Europe With the emperor Napoleon
at its head, an enormous French army is marching
toward Brussels. The British and their allies are also
converging on Brussels--in preparation for a grand
society ball. It is up to Richard Sharpe to convince the
Prince of Orange, the inexperienced commander of
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Wellington's Dutch troops, to act before it is too late.
But Sharpe's warning cannot stop the tide of battle,
and the British suffer heavy losses on the road to
Waterloo. Wellington has few reserves of men and
ammunition; the Prussian army has not arrived; and
the French advance wields tremendous firepower and
determination. Victory seems impossible.
It was the time when the English came across the
Channel to take the battle to the French.
A collection of the first four installments of Bernard
Cornwell’s bestselling series chronicling the epic saga
of the making of England, “like Game of Thrones, but
real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last
Kingdom, the hit television series. This ebook
collection includes The Last Kingdom, The Pale
Horseman, Lords of the North, and Sword Song.
Viscount Ponsonby proposes to young widow Agnes
Keeping in order to escape his former fiancâee, who
deserted him after his return home from the
Napoleonic Wars but is now eager to revive their
engagement.
God of Vengeance
Sharpe's Battle
Vagabond
Dragon Justice
Singing Songs

Harlequin (The Grail Quest, Book 1)HarperCollins
UK
A glorious, bloody, perfect Viking saga of honour,
courage, blood feud and revenge from the Sunday
Times bestselling author
of Lancelot, Giles Kristian.
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Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Games of
Thrones. "Unrelenting pace, brilliant action and
characters. A masterwork." - CONN IGGULDEN
"Action-packed storytelling which stirs the blood
and thrills the soul" - WILBUR SMITH "Easily one of
the best books I've had the pleasure to read" ***** Reader review. ******************************
************************************************* IT
BEGAN WITH THE BETRAYAL OF A LORD BY A
KING... Norway 785 AD. When King Gorm puts Jarl
Harald's family to the sword, he makes one fatal
mistake - he fails to kill Harald's youngest son,
Sigurd. His kin slain, his village seized, his taken as
slaves, Sigurd wonders if the gods have forsaken
him. Hunted by powerful men, he is unsure who to
trust and yet he has a small band of loyal followers
at his side. With them - and with the help of the AllFather, Odin - he determines to make a king pay
for his treachery. Using cunning and war-craft,
Sigurd gathers together a fellowship of warriors including his father's right-hand man Olaf, Bram
(who men call Bear), Black Floki who wields death
with a blade, and the shield maiden Valgerd, who
fears no man - and convinces them to follow him.
For, whether Ódin is with him or not, Sigurd WILL
have vengeance. And neither men nor gods had
best stand in his way . . . Sigurd's story continues in
Winter's Fire.
A darkly seductive tale where destiny and duty
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collide, drawing together two souls whose passion
has the power to destroy. The Guardian. An
immortal with incredible strength, created
centuries ago to protect the purity of the vampire
bloodline and fight those who would abuse its
power. As one of the seven Blood Knights, Mason
LanVal spent lifetimes honoring his vows without
wavering. That all changed the night he found
Faith. Faith James will do anything to save her
missing sister. Even if it means risking her own life.
She sought Mason for help. Instead she found more
questions, and the key to unlocking her own latent
Lycanism. She is a woman and a true-born Lycan,
so her pull on Mason is twice damned. Yet he can't
tear himself away. With just one kiss, the blood gift
Mason gives Faith sets in motion an all-consuming
desire that is forbidden to indulge, but impossible
to ignore....
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard
Cornwell, the first book in the Grail Series—the
spellbinding tale of a young man, a fearless archer,
who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor
and winds up on a quest for the Holy Grail. A brutal
raid on the quiet coastal English village of Hookton
in 1342 leaves but one survivor: a young archer
named Thomas. On this terrible dawn, his purpose
becomes clear—to recover a stolen sacred relic and
pursue to the ends of the earth the murderous
black-clad knight bearing a blue-and-yellow
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standard, a journey that leads him to the
courageous rescue of a beautiful French woman,
and sets him on his ultimate quest: the search for
the Holy Grail.
A Novel of Arthur
Only Enchanting
Sharpe’s Assassin (The Sharpe Series, Book 21)
Guardian of the Night
A.K.A. Goddess
Eustace FitzWalter, Giselle de Hafton, and
Robert Attebrook could not be more
different. Eustace is the bastard son of an
earl, Giselle the sheltered daughter of a
dotting gentry father, and Robert the son of
an impoverished village carpenter. In
ordinary times, their lives would not
intersect. But when Robert breaks his uncle
out of Earl Roger FitzWalter's gaol, he sets
in motion a series of events that sends their
lives colliding in a maelstrom of murder and
revenge that drives them all outside the laws
and customs of England. Step into the
tumultuous years of the Twelfth Century,
and stand alongside Eustace as he schemes
to inherit his father's title, lands, and power,
using every means within his grasp; Giselle
as she fights to free herself from a forced
marriage and to save her inheritance; and
Robert as he struggles to rise above the
limitations of his birth in the face of
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Eustace's quest for vengeance. A saga to
rival Ken Follett's Pillars of the Earth, The
Outlaws sweeps from serene English villages
and quiet forest glens, to French
battlefields, remote Welsh fortresses, and
even the court of King Henry II, where
nobles and clergy vie for power and wealth,
and disputes are often decided with steel
and blood. The Outlaws is sure to please
fans of the Stephen Attebrook mysteries, for
it reveals the truth about the founding of
the powerful Attebrook family - a secret that
family would sooner forget.
When her boss invites her to join him on a
jaunt to Philadelphia, Bonnie Torres, a
paranormal scene investigator, finds things
getting complicated when they are called in
to look at a dead body.
The spellbinding sequel to "The Archer's
Tale" is the thrilling story of a fearless
young archer who sets out to avenge his
family honor and winds up on a quest for the
Holy Grail.
With The Winter King, the first volume of
his magnificent Warlord Chronicles,
Bernard Cornwell established himself as the
storyteller who could reinvent the legend of
King Arthur for our time. Now with Enemy
of God, Cornwell's magical re-creation
continues. Having defeated the last holdouts
of civil war in southern Britain, Arthur has
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secured Mordred's throne. But he must still
face raging conflicts between the old ways
and the new, as well as foes more powerful
and more dangerous--because they pose as
friends. Brilliantly written and peopled with
the familiar faces of legend along with new
ones, Enemy of God is an immensely
powerful continuation of a modern classic.
Harlequin Volume 1: of the Grail Quest
Series
The Blood Price
Book One of the Grail Quest
Heart of Briar
Lucan
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard
Cornwell, the sequel to The Archer’s Tale and
Vagabond—the spellbinding tale of a young man, a
fearless archer, who sets out wanting to avenge his
family’s honor and winds up on a quest for the Holy
Grail. Already a seasoned veteran of King Edward's
army, young Thomas of Hookton possesses the
fearlessness of a born leader and an uncanny prowess
with the longbow. Now, at the head of a small but able
band of soldiers, he has been dispatched to capture the
castle of Astarac. But more than duty to his liege has
brought him to Gascony, home of his forebears and the
hated black knight who brutally slew Thomas's father. It
is also the last place where the Holy Grail was reported
seen. Here, also, a beautiful and innocent, if not pious,
woman is to be burned as a heretic. Saving the lady,
Genevieve, from her dread fate will brand Thomas an
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infidel, forcing them to flee together across a landscape
of blood and fire. And what looms ahead is a battle to the
death that could ultimately shape the future of
Christendom.
The first installment in Pamela Aidan’s irresistible trilogy,
An Assembly Such As This takes us into the world of
Jane Austen’s Fitzwilliam Darcy. “She is tolerable; but
not handsome enough to tempt me.” So begins the
timeless romance of Fitzwilliam Darcy and Elizabeth
Bennet in Pride and Prejudice. Jane Austen's classic
novel is beloved by millions, but little is revealed in the
book about the mysterious and handsome hero, Mr.
Darcy. And so the question has long remained: Who is
Fitzwilliam Darcy? In An Assembly Such as This, Pamela
Aidan finally answers that long-standing question. In this
first book of her Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman trilogy, she
reintroduces us to Darcy during his visit to Hertfordshire
with his friend Charles Bingley and reveals Darcy's
hidden perspective on the events of Pride and Prejudice.
As Darcy spends more time at Netherfield supervising
Bingley and fending off Miss Bingley's persistent
advances, his unwilling attraction to Elizabeth grows—as
does his concern about her relationship with his
nemesis, George Wickham. Setting the story vividly
against the colorful historical and political background of
the Regency, Aidan writes in a style comfortably at home
with Austen but with a wit and humor very much her own.
Aidan adds her own cast of fascinating characters to
those in Austen's original, weaving a rich tapestry from
Darcy's past and present. Austen fans and newcomers
alike will love this new chapter of the most famous
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romance of all time.
After Jan is rescued by shapeshifters and discovers that
her boyfriend has been stolen by elves, it is up to her to
travel to Elfland to save him.
It was a time when the English came across the Channel
to take the battle to the French. The army was led by the
King, the great lords and knights, but it is the archers, the
common men, who are to be England's secret weapon.
Thomas of Hookton is one of t
Fools and Mortals
The Saxon Tales Collection: Books #1-4
Harlequin
The Outlaws
A Novel

Rediscover the world of the Retrievers and the Cosa
Nostradamus, in book 1 of the popular series by Laura
Anne Gilman. It starts as a simple job—but simple jobs,
when you're dealing with the magical world, often end up
anything but. As a Retriever, Wren Valere specializes in
finding things gone missing—and then bringing them back,
no questions asked. Normally her job is stimulating,
challenging and only a little bit dangerous. But every once
in a while… Case in point: A cornerstone containing a spell
is stolen and there's a magical complication. (Isn't there
always?) Wren's unique abilities aren't enough to lay this
particular case to rest, so she turns to some friends: a
demon (minor), a mage who has lost his mind, and a few
others, including Sergei, her business partner (and maybe
a bit more?). Sometimes what a woman has to do to get
the job done is enough to give even Wren nightmares…
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Originally published in 2004
Orphan Star
Waterloo (#11)
A Novel of Suspense
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